
EASY, WORRY-FREE DOCKING WITHIN EVERY BOATER’S REACH
The newest feature of the Evinrude Intelligent Piloting System, the all-new Evinrude iDock provides 360 degrees of docking 
confidence. The intuitive system puts advanced aircraft gyroscope sensor technology into the fingertips of boaters of all 
experience levels, allowing them to easily maneuver their boat for easy docking in even the toughest conditions. The system 
connects with the existing integrated hydraulic steering feature of Evinrude E-TEC® G2® engines to simply and seamlessly 
integrate with your boat package. And, because it leverages E-TEC G2 architecture, there are no added costs for additional 
external pumps or installation. This makes joystick docking attainable and instantly adds to the value of any twin engine boat 
it’s installed on. Because 100% of boaters deserve 100% docking confidence.



EXPLORE AN ENTIRE WORLD OF ADVENTURE WITH ALL OF OUR BRP PRODUCTS. BRP.COM



J O Y S T I C K  P I L O T I N G



DOCK LIKE AN EXPERT: The joystick 
system allows you to effortlessly 
and confidently side step the boat 
or pivot in place with the tips of 
your fingers*. Advanced aircraft 
gyroscope sensor technology makes 
iDock more intuitive by automatically 
compensating for wind and current.

TWO-STAGE JOYSTICK: If you need 
extra power to overcome wind or 
current, simply push the joystick 
further into boost position to double 
your thrust.

INTUITIVE
Evinrude iDock enables boaters of all experience levels to confidently dock their 
boats without anxiety, stress, or worry. Gyroscope aircraft sensors combined with an 
intuitive two-stage joystick allow you to maneuver your boat sideways and pivot in 
place, for easy docking in even the toughest conditions. Now no one has a reason 
to steer clear of docking.

EVEN IN 

STRONG 

WINDS, 

DOCKING IS A BREEZE

* Nothing can replace training and experience, and BRP recommends all boaters complete a boating safety course prior to operation.



A FULLY INTEGRATED SYSTEM: 
iDock leverages the exclusive internal 
steering system of Evinrude E-TEC G2, 
keeping your steering pump protected, 
your transom clean and your 
compartments free of storage.

360 DEGREES OF CONFIDENCE:  
iDock connects with the integrated 
hydraulic steering of Evinrude E-TEC G2, 
ensuring your boat will never lose the 
ability to steer.

BACKED BY THE INDUSTRY’S BEST 
COVERAGE: Because iDock is fully 
developed by Evinrude, it is protected 
under Evinrude’s factory backed, non-
declining, fully transferable standard 
warranty.

INTEGRATED
Evinrude iDock is a fully integrated system, so there are no pumps or modules exposed to wear and tear cluttering 
your transom, or taking up precious storage space. Because it uses the integrated hydraulic steering of Evinrude E-TEC 
G2 engines, you can be reassured that your boat will maintain the ability to steer. And, like all rigging and accessories, 
iDock is covered under the same warranty and BEST coverage as your engines.

EVEN IN 

STRONG 

WINDS, 

DOCKING IS A BREEZE



iDock is available on twin engine boats powered with new E-TEC G2 engines from 150 – 300 HP, making joystick  
piloting a feasible option on boats powered with as low as twin 150 HP engines. See the list of available iDock engine 
models in the table below.

ATTAINABLE
With Evinrude iDock, you don’t have to sacrifice your wallet to gain total docking confidence. Because iDock leverages E-TEC 
G2 architecture, there are no added costs for additional pumps or increased labor cost for installation, allowing iDock to add 
incredible lasting value to your boat. It all adds up to a level of on-the-water confidence you can’t afford to live without.

E-TEC G2 HP SHAFT LENGTH STANDARD MODEL COUNTER ROTATION MODEL 

150 H.O. 25 in. C150AXH C150AXC

200 25 in. C200AX C200AXC
200 H.O. 25 in. H200AXH H200AXC
250 30 in. H250AZ H250AZC
250 H.O. 25 in. H250AXH H250AXC
300 25 in. H300AX H300AXC
300 30 in. H300AZ H300AZC

* $5,999 MSRP is valid in the United States only at the time of publishing, and includes the iDock joystick, module and required hoses. See authorized Evinrude dealer for details.

100% OF BOATERS DESERVE 100% CONFIDENCE:  
Evinrude iDock requires no additional pumps or modules to 
purchase for install. And with an MSRP of $5,999*, iDock  
puts joystick piloting within every boater’s reach. $5,999*


